The

Story
Circle
Stories are the
most powerful
magic of all.
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STORIES ACT AS A
HUMANIZING FORCE.
BY LIVING VICARIOUSLY
THROUGH THE EXPERIENCES
OF OTHERS, STUDENTS GAIN
A SENSE OF EMPATHY
AND CONNECTION.
from Children Tell Stories
Hamilton & Weiss

Synopsis
& game world

The Kingdom of Towns

Synopsis: A Broken Kingdom

The Story Circle is an interactive game that invites you to become a storyteller. You’ll practice storytelling
skills with Mateo, then play the game with Alex as your guide. You’ll solve challenges, make decisions that
impact the game, and weave a circle of story to reunite a broken kingdom.

The people never needed a king because the Four Towns always found
ways to live in peace. Each town made magical objects of beauty, power,
and healing (see page 5). They sold and traded these items to their
neighbors, enriching the lives of all—until one by one, the towns lost the
ancient tools they needed to create their magic. Or were they stolen?
Each town believed one of the others had committed the crime. “They’re
jealous of our magic,” they said. “They have stolen our tools so they can
recreate our magic for themselves.” But no new objects appeared, and
the old items, which still held great power, became even more valuable.
Desperate, some towns even schemed of ways to steal their neighbors’ last
magical items. Fear and distrust grew. For the first time, the towns closed
their gates to each other, living as if they were alone in the world.

SPICES
MIRRORS

BOOKS

Enter a Storyteller...

You play a storyteller who travels the troubled land. Facing dangers
and challenges unique to each town, you’ll recover their tools, restore
their magic, and inspire each town to create a new story for itself. If you
can weave a Story Circle around the Four Towns in time, revealing how
their stories are all connected, you just might bring peace to the broken
kingdom—and prove that stories are the most powerful magic of all.

MEDICINE

PRODUCTION
NOTES

A 30 second “trailer” plays when you start
a new game, providing an entertaining and
necessary context for your adventures.
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Game World: The Four Towns
Each town is located in a different landscape: river, valley, mountain, and coast. You’ll not only face unique
challenges in each town, but you’ll have to find the common threads in their very different stories.

Riverway
Press a Heartbook to your
heart and it captures the
moments of your day. In
time, the book becomes a
record of the people, places,
and events that run through
your life. So when someone’s
Heartbook is stolen, it’s like
losing the story of their life.

Valley home
Over generations, the people of
Valley Home have learned the
healing secrets of the earth. Use
their Heal Tea in water, broth or
on a bandage, and sickness and
wounds heal in half the time.
Now, with supplies running
low, Heal Tea has become more
valuable than gold.

What Are We Learning? The Story Circle turns storytelling into
a game. Studies have shown that teaching storytelling to children
improves all components of Language Arts, builds confidence, and
facilitates Social Emotional Learning skills like empathy and creativity.

mountview
Gaze into a Deep Mirror and
you see more than a reflection.
You see the good in yourself.
Gaze longer and you see the
good in your town, then the
good in your world. With no
new Deep Mirrors being made,
people hide what’s left. Hope
and trust are fading.

Sea Gate
Sprinkle Sea Spice on your
food and one bite will nourish
you for an entire day. Sea
Spice had eliminated hunger
throughout the kingdom.
Now each town hoards their
last reserves of Sea Spice,
ignoring the cries of hunger
from their neighbors.

WHO is playing? The Story Circle is designed to be played by 4-7 year
olds, though older children will enjoy it too. Audio, visual and written cues
will enable pre-readers and advanced readers to play the game in their own
way, and Alex or Mateo are always available to jump in when needed.
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STORYTELLING IS
THE OLDEST FORM OF
EDUCATION. WE DREAM,
REMEMBER, ANTICIPATE,
HOPE, DESPAIR, BELIEVE,
DOUBT, PLAN, HATE, AND
LOVE IN NARRATIVE.

Structure
& characters

from Narrative As A Primary Act of Mind
by Barbara Hardy

PRACTICE

PLAY

JOIN

The

Story
Circle

STORY PRACTICE

PLAY THE GAME

Draw
Story
Shapes!

Can you FIND THE
RIVER FLOWER?

Sample Home Screen

Structure: Practice or play?
When launch The Story Circle game, you arrive at the Home Screen (see page 5) where
Alex and Mateo welcome you. Mateo invites you to practice storytelling skills with him,
while Alex invites you to jump in when you’re ready and “Play the Game.”

Alex and Mateo are standing when they welcome you, then sit and wait for you to choose Practice or Play.
If you wait too long, they’ll explain each option in more detail. If you still wait, they’ll begin sharing stories
from their lives—and they have a lot of stories, so waiting is a good way to get to know them.
PRODUCTION NOTE

Alex and Mateo have full audio backstories broken into 15-second anecdotes. These moments, triggered
by time delays, require only a simple “talking head” treatment rather than full animation.

STORY
SHAPES

STORY
BUILDING

Mateo shows you
how to draw a story’s
shape. You’ll use this
skill to gain the trust
of the Mayors in each
of the four towns.

Learn to build a story
using a simple Story
Line. Mateo explains
that you’ll need to
make up a lot of stories
in the game.

STORY
TECH

STORY
TALK

NEW
GAME

Learn how to talk to
Mateo demonstrates
Play the game. This
storytelling tips that characters in the game
is the main area of
using a non-verbal
you’ll use to get past
The Story Circle. Alex
interface (with audio will be your guide as
some challenges. A
and text cues). Try it
well-told story can
you travel through
out with Mateo.
make a big difference.
the Four Towns.

STORYTELLING PRACTICE MINI-GAMES
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Become a Story Friend

The Story Circle is made up of a series of related stories. We need to keep track of what you do and where
you’ve been, update your Storyteller Notebook, and a lot more. This helps personalize the game and allows
you to pick up where you left off. You can play without joining, but won’t be able to track your progress.

ALESSANDRA
“We are the music makers, and
we are the dreamers of dreams.”
Roald Dahl, from Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory

AWARDS
Given by Mateo for completing each Storytelling Practice Game.

STORY
SHAPES

STORY
BUILDING

CHARACTERS TREASURES

STORY
TECHNIQUE

GAMES

STORY
TALK

HELP

After joining, you’ll have access to your own
Story Circle page. For more details, see page 9.

Alex (8 YRS Old)
Hi, I’m Alex. I’m 7 years old and
I’m pretty mature for my age. I
want to get through the game
fast and get the job done right.
So if there are “fun” detours, I
say: stay focused! Just kidding.
Actually, I do like to get things
done, but I know how to have
fun, too. Plus, I’m really good at
puzzles, so if you need any hints
or tips, just tap on my icon. I’m
always happy to help!

Mateo (6 YRS Old)
My name is Mateo. I’m 6 years
old and I love to laugh. I think a
sense of fun is the best thing in
life, don’t you? And, not to brag,
but maybe that’s what makes
me a good teacher. I’ll help you
learn to be a better storyteller,
and trust me, those skills? They’ll
come in handy when you’re
playing the game with Alex. Oh,
and I give awards for each skill,
so be sure to collect all four!
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Your personal Story Circle PAGE

Click “Join” and you’ll be guided to enter your name and create an avatar. This will allow the game
to save your progress and update your content.
IN THE FRAME: All interface
mock-ups are designed to show
how The Story Circle can utilize
a pop-up window framework,
making it easy for kids to know
exactly where they are within
the game interface.

AVATARS: Players love to personalize their gameplay with avatars (the
number of details you can customize will of course depend on time and
cost to build). And because this is a storyteller game, you’ll select a
favorite quote curated from great children’s books.

ACCESSING YOUR PAGE: After you’ve joined and signedin, this page is available at any time. Notice how the “JOIN”
button in the upper right has been replaced by your avatar.
Click your avatar to open your page.

PRACTICE

PLAY

The

Story
Circle
MATEO’S AWARDS: Each time
you complete one of the four
storytelling practice games,
Mateo gives you a badge.
CHARACTERS: Your Notebook
collects characters in context
of each town. The Characters
icon, on the other hand, shows
all characters you’ve met
in alphabetical order. Click
a character to see and hear
their story. Though we’ll reuse
game content to fill this area,
we hope to write additional
backstory not found in the
game itself, adding to the
richness of the world. These
backstories will be included in
the Activities area. For more
details, see page 24.

STORYTELLER’S NOTEBOOK:
You can access the Notebook
from here or, when inside the
game, from the Notebook icon.
Either way, the Notebook opens
to fill the screen, allowing you
to access all its features. See
page 21 for more details.

ALESSANDRA
“We are the music makers, and
we are the dreamers of dreams.”
Roald Dahl, from Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory

AWARDS
Given by Mateo for completing each Storytelling Practice Game.

STORY
SHAPES

STORY
BUILDING

STORY
TECHNIQUE

STORY
TALK

Moat
Banner

CHARACTERS TREASURES

GAMES

HELP

DONE

TREASURES: Your Notebook gathers words, images,
and sounds. “Treasures” is where you’ll keep objects
you find. Click a treasure to learn about it. For example,
in Riverway you’ll find an ancient Heartbook which
reveals the life story of its former owner.

GAMES: Replay any puzzle
or game you’ve already
solved. We’re designing
The Story Circle to have
high replay value.

DONE: When you’re finished,
click “Done” to close your
page and return to the game.
HELP: Click “Help” and Alex will appear to
explain all the features on your page. Click
a specific feature and she’ll talk about that.
Click “Help” again to dismiss Alex.
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THE MORE CHILDREN
ENGAGE IN TELLING
STORIES, THE MORE
COMMAND THEY GET
OVER LANGUAGE.
Marie M. Clay, Educator

Storytelling
Practice
(mini-Games)
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How the Practice area works

Click “Practice Storytelling” from the homepage and it appears in a pop-up frame. When you
click a specific game, it takes over the entire screen. Closing a game returns you to this page.
FULL-SCREEN GAMES: When
you select a game, it fills the
entire screen. Clicking the Exit
button in the game returns you
to this page.

BACKGROUNDS: The
background image changes for
each area of the game. Ideally,
the image would appear first so
you get a moment to enjoy it,
possibly while a “Loading” bar
plays. Then the pop-up window
appears over the image.

MATEO’S WELCOME: When the frame opens, Mateo offers an enthusiastic welcome,
then asks you to choose a game. If you don’t make a decision after a certain amount
of time, Mateo will start telling you stories about himself and, being Mateo, will slip in
an age-appropriate joke now and then.

PRACTICE

PLAY

The

Story
Circle
STORY SHAPES

VISUAL CUES: Each game
uses a simple animation
(screenshots of gameplay
fading into one another), to
provide a visual overview.
AUDIO CUES: Roll your mouse
over any of the four games,
or tap the Info button, and
Mateo will provide additional
information. He’ll explain the
game in simple terms, then
invite you to give it a try.

STORY BUILDING

Beginning

STORY TECH

FACIAL
EXPRESSIONS

LOUD &
QUIET

STORY LINE

End

STORY TALK
USE ALL
5 SENSES

LOOK
THEM IN
THE EYE

DONE

DONE: When you’re finished practicing, click “Done.” The
pop-up window closes and you return to the homepage.

Now let’s take a closer look at Mateo’s four Storytelling Practice games!

Story Shapes

Mateo appears and explains that every story has a shape. Being able to draw someone’s story shape, he says, shows
that you understand their story. Why is this important in The Story Circle? “Because,” Mateo says, “the Mayors of the
Four Towns won’t trust you unless you can prove you really see their story by drawing its shape.”

“USE THE HAPPY-SAD SCALE AND
DRAG PARTS OF THE STORY UP
(HAPPIER) OR DOWN (SADDER).”

JACK AND THE BEANSTALK
Draw the Shape of Jack’s Story

Mateo explains the Happy-Sad Scale, then asks you
pick one of three familiar stories. Let’s say you choose
Jack and the Beanstalk. Jack appears and tells you his
story. As he talks, icons pop onto the center line of the
scale. These icons represent key points in Jack’s story.
When he’s done, Mateo helps you to drag the icons up or
down, based on what was happening at that point in the
story. The story shape emerges as you drag the icons.
PRODUCTION
NOTES

5
APPROX. 5 MIN
OF CONTENT

Most practice games contain less than 5 minutes
of actual content. However, this is shared through
many small interactions between you and a
character, so the actual engagement time will be
significantly longer. And because these skills will
be used in the game itself, we’ll reuse code and
some assets to help manage production time.

The characters in these 30-second stories (for example, Jack) are only shown from
the waist up. They tell their stories “face-to-face” to model good storytelling
technique (see page 14). Three familiar stories are included, but each has two
main characters, for a total of 6 stories. For example, after hearing Jack’s story,
you can hear the Giant’s side. Drawing his story will reveal a very different shape.
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Story Building

When you tap “Story Building,” Mateo appears and explains that you’re going to play a storyteller in the game.
Sometimes, to solve a puzzle or get information from a character, you and Alex (your companion in the game) will
have to make up a story together. To help you practice, Mateo invented this story-building area.
I love mythical
creatures! Press
and hold to see
more.

“YOU ADD THE STORY PIECES, AND
I’LL MAKE UP A STORY THAT FITS.
WE’LL DO IT TOGETHER!”
A Character Icon appears. With a tap, you expand the icon
and choose a character. Mateo shows you how to drag
the character to the beginning of the Story Line. He then
guides you through a series of icons (a Heart Icon offers
choices for what your character wants, an Enemy Icon
allows you to add an opponent). When you’ve filled the
Story Line, Mateo makes up a 20-second story that fits.
PRODUCTION
NOTES

8
APPROX. 8 MIN
OF CONTENT

To the player, this game should feel like it has endless
options. But once a player chooses a character, we
carefully limit the rest of their choices. Each decision
funnels those that follow. As a result, no matter what
combination a player creates or how many times
they play the game, we will only have to create a
predetermined number of stories for Mateo to tell.

During the game, co-storytelling will be
even more fun—because though you
choose the story elements, Alex makes
up the story. So the story itself will be
a surprise to you. Beyond gameplay,
our educational goal is two-fold: help
children understand how to build a
simple story using basic elements, and encourage them to fill in the
details, as modeled by Mateo here and, later in the game, by Alex.

Beginning

STORY LINE

End
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Story Tips

When you tap “Story Tips,” Mateo appears and, with his usual energy and excitement, says he has a bunch of tips
and techniques to share from professional storytellers. He can’t wait to show you, and encourages you to play
along and try the tips yourself. After all, he says, you’ll need these skills to restore magic to the Four Towns.

“WHEN YOU’RE TELLING A STORY,
IT’S LIKE YOU’RE AN ACTOR IN A
MOVIE. HERE, I’LL SHOW YOU!”
Tap a storytelling tip, and Mateo will tell you a line from a
story. Then he’ll say the line again, but this time he’ll apply
the tip so you can see the difference. He explains that
you’ll tell stories to complete your quests in the game,
so this is very important. We also hope that this game,
and all of The Story Circle, will model storytelling skills to
children. As many teachers have found, performing a story
helps kids learn to manage their words and emotions.
PRODUCTION
NOTES

4
APPROX. 4 MIN
OF CONTENT

Mateo demonstrates each storytelling skill in a
10-15 second clip. We can also explore accessing
the device’s camera and switching to selfie
mode, turning the camera into a mirror so young
storytellers can see themselves practice. This
may be beyond the scope of our project now, but
definitely worth exploring.

FACIAL
EXPRESSIONS

USE ALL
5 SENSES

LOOK
THEM IN
THE EYE

LOUD &
QUIET

GESTURES

DETAILS,
DETAILS,
DETAILS

PAUSES &
SILENCE

STAND UP
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Story Talk

When you tap “Story Talk,” Mateo explains how you’ll talk to characters in the game. The people come from
different towns and cultures, so a little role playing is helpful. You’ll use icons rather than words, going back and
forth in the conversation, choosing the icon that represents the emotion or reaction you wish to convey.

“A CONVERSATION IS ABOUT LISTENING
AND REACTING. TRY TO SEE THINGS
FROM THEIR POINT OF VIEW.”
Mateo will pretend to be a game character. He sets up a scene,
for example, “I’m a dragon, and you’re a knight who wants my
treasure.” In that role, he’ll make a statement, wait for you to
tap a response (or press-and-hold to escalate), then he’ll reply
accordingly. This wordless conversation continues until you reach
a resolution, compromise, or stand-off. Avoid a stand-off, Mateo
advises. The last thing you want to do is upset a character who
has tools or information you need to complete the game!
PRODUCTION
NOTES

4
APPROX. 4 MIN
OF CONTENT

Mateo will offer you a choice of 3 scenes. For each, he
will have 30 responses (10 basic responses and 2 levels
of escalation). Most will be less than 5 seconds long,
and many will only require a few words. With smart
linking and branching, these conversations can play
out in dozens of different ways. Verbal and text cues
will be available for players to access as needed.

Go on.
I’m listening.
That makes
me mad.

That’s kind
of you.

That’s
funny!

Let me think
about that.

What? Are
you kidding?
How
embarrassing.
I’m
sorry.
I’m scared!

That’s
sad.
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“FANTASY ISN’T FACTUAL,
BUT IT IS TRUE. CHILDREN
KNOW PERFECTLY WELL
THAT UNICORNS AREN’T
REAL, BUT THEY ALSO
KNOW THAT STORIES
ABOUT UNICORNS,
IF THEY ARE GOOD
STORIES, ARE TRUE.”
Ursula Le Guin
The Language of Night

Play a
new Game
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ENTERING THE GAME WORLD

Click “Play the Game” on the homepage and a pre-game frame appears. Alex gives you a quick overview of gameplay,
then invites you to click the “Play Now” button to enter the game or the “Exit” button to return to the homepage.
GAMEPLAY ICONS: 5 icons
will appear on the screen at all
times during gameplay:
• Storyteller’s Notebook: Your
Notebook is always with you.
• Map: The map shows where
you are, and where you’ve
been. Areas you visit are
indicated by an Travel icon.
• Alex (Help): Alex goes
with you on the journey,
so anytime you want some
advice, need help with a
game or a puzzle, or just
want to hear more of her
stories, click her icon.
• Pause: Pause gameplay.
Click again to resume.

WELCOME: After a cheerful welcome, Alex introduces
key elements of gameplay. If you’ve seen all this before, or
prefer jumping in with no introduction, just click the “Play
Now” button to start the game.

STORYTELLER’S NOTEBOOK: Alex explains how to use your Notebook. Images,
bits of dialog, music, even short scenes are automatically collected, creating an
outline of your adventures. When the Mayors in each town give you instructions
and special tips, those are recorded here too.

PRACTICE

PLAY

The

Story
Circle

GAME IMAGES: The map
cycles with other images
from the Four Towns to evoke
the ambiance of the game—
and entice you to play!

NOTEBOOK

MAP
Moat
Banner

ALEX (HELP)

PAUSE

• Exit: Leave the game. Your
progress is saved, so when
you return you can continue
where you left off.

WATCH THE
GAME TRAILER

PRACTICE
WITH MATEO

EXIT

PLAY NOW

GAME TRAILER: The first time you play, the trailer (a full-screen
cutscene) plays automatically. Click here to watch it again.

EXIT

EXIT: If you’re not ready to
play, click Exit to return to
the homepage.

PRACTICE WITH MATEO: If you haven’t played the storytelling practice
games with Mateo, Alex encourages you to do so now. It’ll help a lot.

Now let’s take a closer look at what gameplay might actually look like.
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Playing the Game

We’ve created a sample scene and placed it into an interface mock-up. As you see below,
the game world is contained in a frame with its own navigation. Let’s look at a few details.
CREATING AN IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE: We’ll use
a variety of cutscenes to put you inside the game
world. For more on cutscenes, see page 21.

SETTING THE SCENE: On your travels, you decide to camp in an old cave for shelter. Taking a lantern,
you and Alex explore the cave and find it’s filled with ancient ruins, all long-empty. But wait! Is that
light on the wall up ahead? You turn a corner and see some of the ruins have been rebuilt. Torches
blaze outside what looks like a cage and, higher up, a doorway that leads deeper into shadows.
POINT OF VIEW: The world
is seen through your eyes, so
you’re always moving forward
through the game world. If you
turn left or right, your view will
rotate. Click or tap to continue
moving forward. Of course,
you can stay where you are,
waiting, thinking, or talking
to Alex. But wait too long and
something may happen to force
a decision. For example, your
lantern may begin to run out of
oil. Will you move on or sit in

PRACTICE

PLAY

The

Story
Circle

ALEX: Alex is always with
you, though not always in
your line of sight.
Her Icon: If you want to see
or talk to Alex for any reason,
click her icon on the left
edge of the screen. Select an
emotion-icon to express how
you feel and she’ll respond.

NOTEBOOK

MAP

ALEX (HELP)

GAMEPLAY ICONS: Your 5
gameplay icons always appear
on the left edge of the screen.
For more on the gameplay
icons, see page 17.

PAUSE

EXIT

SILENCE

THINKING

NOT SURE

WORRIED

FREAKING OUT

COMMUNICATION: As shared on page 15, we hope to implement an intuitive, non-verbal system of
conversation. This can be useful for all ages—and create a more engaging experience as well since
conversations happen through emotions rather than words.

Now let’s take a closer look at one of the potential storylines.

Critical Moments: When
things get exciting, when a
decision needs to be made or
a puzzle solved, Alex appears
on her own to talk the
situation over.
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Riverway and the lost Heartbooks

When you choose Play Now, you start in the canal town of Riverway. A static
cutscene gives you a feel for the life here. Then you’re taken to the Mayor...

The Mayor shares the story of Riverway, which is a mix of myth and history. You draw
the story’s shape, showing you understand the joys and sorrows the people have
experienced. The Mayor decides to trust you. She tells you how to find and unlock the
secret river cave where the Heartbooks were made. It’s only visible by full moon.
You travel downriver (a transition cutscene simulates time passing). By evening, you
find the moonlit cave entrance and unscramble a visual wall-lock. If you need help,
ask Alex or refer to clues the Mayor wrote in your Notebook. Inside, you find a chamber
filled with slowly moving turtles and crabs. Alex tries to run across, but gets pinched
until she turns back. With patience, you step from turtle to turtle, waiting as paths
emerge. Finally, you’re across—and are confronted by a swirling, watery creature.

how Alex Affects the game
Though you don’t always see her, Alex is by your side.
She appears at moments of decision, and offers help
when you ask for it. If you prefer, Alex can also go first
on some of the challenges, allowing you to learn from
her mistakes. You can summon Alex at any time by
clicking her icon, and one option will be to simply talk
the way friends do, which will prompt Alex to tell you
some entertaining stories.

Now you must convince the Guardian (using the game’s non-verbal talk system) that you don’t want to make
Heartbooks for selfish reasons. When you succeed, the Guardian reveals his true self: a playful otter! But he won’t
take you any further unless you tell him a funny story. You build a story and Alex tells it. The otter happily leads you
to the River Spirit’s secret home where you get a full cutscene as a reward. You learn that the people of Riverway had
grown greedy, so the River Spirit herself took back the ancient stone paper press used to make Heartbook paper. She
gives you the press, and you return to Riverway. Inspired by the truth, the Mayor vows to tell the people of Riverway a
new story, a story in which their Heartbooks are not just products to sell, but an essential service to the entire Kingdom.
The Mayor invites you to live as an honored citizen of Riverway. You consider it, and see a static cutscene of the next 60 years of
your life, which includes personal happiness (like raising a family) but also shows the growing strife in the Kingdom since three towns
are still in conflict. You choose to continue your journey.
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Full cutsceneS
There are six full cutscenes in the
game: the opening trailer, one for solving
each of the town’s challenges (shown here, a
sample background for Riverway’s cutscene), and one
at the very end when you restore peace to the Kingdom.
Like many popular role playing video games, we’ll put extra
effort into these cutscenes. They’ll include more detail,
more elaborate animation, and be presented in a style
elevated from the game’s simpler format. These short,
evocative scenes not only transition you forward in
the story, but are your reward for completing
each major stage of the game. You should
look forward to these amazing
moments.
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A closer look at gameplay

To help put all the interactivity and content into context, here’s a quick review of four key game features.

Moat
Banner

3 Types of Cutscenes

Storyteller’s Notebook

MOVEMENT in the Game

Too Complex for Kids?

Static Cutscenes use still
images to provide a sense
of place or reveal a series of
events. They may include
music and narration, like a
Ken Burns documentary.

The game tracks your progress
as you play. Clues, memories,
new words, places, characters—
all will be automatically added
to your Notebook and organized
by location. As amazing as this
sounds, very little new content
will be created. Rather, the
Notebook will link to and pull in
existing game content.

The game is seen from your
point of view. Cutscenes move
you from place to place, and
sometimes you’ll move through
an animated landscape.

Anyone who has seen a 4-7 year
old playing a game on a phone
or game system knows the
answer: not at all.

Transition Cutscenes use
minimum animation, like
rain in puddles on a road or
fish gliding under a boat on a
river, to evoke time passing,
distance traveled, or local
atmosphere. Many of our
cutscenes are of this simple
type. A little goes a long way.
Full Cutscenes: See page 16.

The notebook is also a
storytelling tool. At the end of
the game, Alex and Mateo will
encourage you to tell the story
to someone using the Notebook
as an outline.

But most of the time, we
hope to leverage simple yet
innovative techniques used
by many award-winning game
apps like Florence.
For example, using a big detailed
image, we can “move” closer
through dissolves and slow
zooms. This creates a compelling
sense of motion without
expensive animation sequences.

Kids have the finger dexterity
and eye-hand coordination to
succeed in this game. As many
studies have show, kids are in
fact more agile than most adults
when it comes to virtual worlds
and visual interfaces.
And the content presents no
obstacle to kids who have
been raised on interactive
storytelling. The Story Circle is
an ideal fit for this age group.
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“STORYTELLING IS
UNSURPASSED AS A TOOL
FOR LEARNING ABOUT
OURSELVES, AND ABOUT
THE THOUGHTS AND
FEELINGS OF OTHERS.”
The National Council of Teachers of English

Summaries
&wrapping up

Summaries: How it All Ends

Page 18 provides a detailed overview of Riverway. Each town is different, though they share similar
elements (Story Shapes, Guardians, etc). Here’s a quick summary of the rest of the game.

Valley Home
Draw the shape of the Mayor’s story, then
decipher an ancient picture language
to enter the mines where Heal Tea once
grew. Ride stone waterslides and earn the
trust of the Guardian (who turns out to
be a mischievous creature who may make
you do more challenges). The cutscene
reveals an Earth Spirit who says all seeds
for the new Heal Tea crops were stolen,
but doesn’t know who is responsible.

Mountview
Draw the shape of the Mayor’s story,
then “rock climb” stair-like clouds to a
mountain peak. Enter an ice cave that acts
like a room of mirrors, and convince the
Guardian (who turns out to be a mountain
sprite) to trust you. The cutscene reveals a
Rock Spirit who says the Mayor of Sea Gate
took the mirror-making tools—and also
robbed the mountain of the silver used to
coat the Deep Mirrors.

Sea Gate
The game makes you come here last. You
accuse the Mayor of theft. He puts you in
prison. He plans to move Sea Gate across
the ocean. With the tools from the other
towns, they will rule half the world. You
defeat the Mayor, though you have to go
to the bottom of the ocean to do it! The
cutscene reveals a Sea Spirit who shows
you a Kingdom on the edge of civil war.
You race back with the stolen tools.

How the Game Ends: You return the stolen tools to each town, and invite every Mayor, including the newly elected Mayor of Sea Gate, to meet near
Riverway. Each Mayor shares a new story for their town, and a commitment to be part of their neighbors’ stories. A constitution, called Our Story Circle,
is signed. During the celebration, you are made the official storyteller in the Kingdom of Towns.
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Beyond the Game

Though designed to be a self-contained narrative, The Story Circle can expand online.
Here are a few ideas for some value-add areas.

ACTIVITIES
We can offer a wide variety of
arts and crafts based on The
Story Circle world.

Mateo’s Storytelling CAMP
We can develop a simple and
fun storytelling curriculum, and
make it available for download.

For example: downloadable
coloring pages, storyteller
badges, printable character bios,
mini-book backstories that print
and fold, and wallpapers.

This curriculum would be visual
and modular in design, so kids
can build a story piece by piece
like they do in the game. Each
PDF module could be printed
or filled-in on the PDF itself. We
could also include tips for telling
your story out loud, and link to
resources that help kids share
their stories.

We can even show kids how to
make their own “heartbook,” a
handmade journal using paper,
cardboard, string, and glue.

For Parents and Teachers
During our research, we’ve
learned a lot about the benefits
of storytelling. We’d love to share
that with parents and teachers.
As many teachers already know,
teaching kids to tell stories out
loud not only improves all areas
of Language Arts, but can have a
positive influence on the child’s
emotions. In addition, teachers
and parents can download and
use the PDFs from Mateo’s
Storytelling Camp.

More Games and Stories
Over time, we can add more
games to The Story Circle world.
For example, we can use stories
in the public domain to create
dozens of Story Shape games.
We can also use art, narration,
and music to create original
picture book-style stories.
In time, we’d like to include
short movies featuring
characters and moments from
the history of the Four Towns.

Social Media: Kids love to share their favorite games. So we’d like to explore safe ways to integrate some elements of social media into the
Activities section. For example, images that kids can click and share on Instagram, or short video previews they can email to friends and family.
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Wrapping Up

We hope we gave you a sense of the content and interactivity in The Story Circle. We believe a game based on
storytelling itself can offer kids a unique, entertaining, challenging, and educational experience.

The

Story
Circle
Thanks for playing!

CONTACT INFORMATION: Brittney Jorgensen, Head of Marketing & Development, Renegade Animation
818-551-2351 ext. 263 | brittney.jorgensen@renegadeanimation.com
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